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************************************************************* 
Bio2Device Group, Tuesday Morning, June 2, 2015 

 
Topic: ”Harnessing Technology to Improve Customer Engagement for Medical Device”  
Speakers: David Judelson & Aroon Krishna, Co-Founders, VirtuMed  
Date and Time: Tuesday, June 2, 2015, 8:30 am 

Location: Sunnyvale City Council Chambers, 456 West Olive Ave., Sunnyvale, CA  
No fees or registration required for morning meetings. 
 
Topic Description 

Commercializing medical device technology requires significant investment of time and 
resources. Most companies fail due to the high cost of building and scaling a commercial 
organization. We will look at some of the commercial challenges facing the industry and 
discuss how VirtuMed utilizes technology and big data to help medical device companies 

better engage with their customers 
 
Speaker Bios 
Aroon Krishna and David Judelson are the Cofounders of VirtuMed Inc. VirtuMed’s Synapse 

Mobile is a cloud-based on-demand customer engagement platform designed specifically for 
medical device manufacturers. David and Aroon have over a decade of combined experience 
in the medical device business, most recently at the medical device division of Shire 
Pharmaceuticals where they held management roles. Prior to Shire, they held key roles at 
companies such as Johnson & Johnson, Oakley Inc. & State Street Bank. Aroon and David 

both hold Masters Degrees from University of Pennsylvania & UC Irvine respectively. 
***************************************************************************************************** 

East Bay AWIS, Monday Evening, June 8, 2015 
 

Topic: “How to Use Decision Making to be a Collaborative Leader” 
Speaker: Betina Schonberger, Senior Consultant with Interaction Associates 
Date and Time: Monday, June 8, 2015, 6:00 pm; Light dinner and networking 6:00-7:00 
p.m.  

 and  Interactive learning session-7:00-8:00 p.m. 
Location: Roche Molecular Diagnostics, 4300 Hacienda Dr., Pleasanton, CA 94566 
Fees: $5 – members; $15 – nonmembers 
Register at http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/1626512 

  
  
                        
Topic Description 

In the modern workplace, command and-control leadership is out, replaced by a way of 
leading that emphasizes collaboration and participation. We know that if we include the 
people affected by our decisions in the decision-making process, we get better ideas and 
more buy-in, but the process can take time and may bring up unresolved issues. And 
there’s a risk of frustrating people who provide input and don’t see their ideas reflected in 

the final decision. So, how do you know who to involve in a collaborative decision-making 
process, and when? 
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Collaboration doesn’t mean that all decisions should be made by consensus. Leaders who 
believe that abdicate their responsibilities and become passive members of their team, or 
waste time and energy in unnecessary rounds of agreement building. Instead, leaders need 
to make conscious choices about how much collaboration is appropriate for each decision. 

After all, there are many degrees of collaboration between making a decision unilaterally 
and delegating it. 
In this conversation we will explore the various levels of involvement in decision-making 
and practice applying the process to real world situations. The evening will be highly 
interactive enabling participants to learn from and connect with each other. 

 
Speaker Bio 
As a Senior Consultant with Interaction Associates, Betina helps organizations build 
individual and collective capacities in the areas of strategy, collaboration, facilitation and 

leadership development. She co-creates and facilitates engagements tailored to address an 
organization’s unique challenges and goals. Betina has worked for and with global Fortune 
500 companies, non-profits and government agencies. 

Men and non-scientists welcome 

************************************************************** 

Bio2Device Group, Tuesday Evening, June 9, 2015 
 
Topic: “Why Do Women Keep Dying from Breast Cancer?: The Role of Automated Breast 
Ultrasound Screening (ABUS) in Early Detection”  
Speakers: Dennis Meister, Global Product Director, General Imaging Ultrasound at GE 
Healthcare & Anupam DattaMajumdar, Vice President of Engineering for U-Systems 
Date and Time: Tuesday Evening, June 9, 2015, 6:00 pm  
Location: Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, 650 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto CA  
Cost:  
$6 - Students/In-transition - Members only  
$11 - Early-bird Registration - Members only  
$20 - Late Registration and Non-Members  
$25 - Walk-ins  
Details and registration at www.bio2devicegroup.org 
 
Topic Description 
Breast Cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide with nearly 1.7 million new 

cases diagnosed in 2012 (second most common cancer overall). This represents about 12% 
of all new cancer cases and 25% of all cancers in women.1 It is estimated that worldwide 
over 508,000 women died in 2011 due to breast cancer.2 Early detection of cancer greatly 
increases the chances for successful treatment.3 
Furthermore, having dense breasts can increase a woman’s risk to develop cancer by 4-6 
times.4 Approximately 40% of American women have dense breasts, and it has been shown 
that mammography may miss over 1/3 of cancers in subjects with dense breasts.5 Outside 
the USA the situation is more complex. For example, for a variety of reasons routine 
mammography screening programs commonly available in the USA and other Western 
societies have not been utilized in China6, where cancers typically occur in younger women 
and patients have a relatively high incidence of dense breasts.7 
This presentation will provide an overview of the clinical problem faced in screening the 
dense breast population for cancers, and provide an introduction to a GE Healthcare mission 
to develop effective solutions targeted at this clinical problem. The InveniaTM ABUS 

http://www.bio2devicegroup.org/
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(Automated Breast Ultrasound System) is a comfortable, non-ionizing alternative to other 
supplemental screening options for women with dense breast tissue. When used in addition 
to mammography, Invenia ABUS can improve detection of invasive breast cancer by a 55 
percent relative increase over mammography alone.8 

References: 
(1) World Cancer Research Fund International 
(2) Global Health Estimates, WHO 2013 
(3) Ibid 
(4) Boyd, N.F., et al. Mammographic Density and the Risk and Detection of Breast Cancer, N 

Engl J Med 356;3 (2007) 227-236. 
(5) Mandelson et al. Breast density as a predictor of mammographic detection: comparison 
of interval- and screen-detected cancers. J Natl Cancer Inst 2000; 92:1081–1087. 
(6) Wu Tsu-Yin, et al. Improving Breast Cancer Outcomes among Women in China: 

Practices, Knowledge, and Attitudes Related to Breast Cancer Screening. International 
Journal of Breast Cancer 
Volume 2012 (2012) 
(7) Wang Feng-Liang et al. Effects of age, breast density and volume on breast cancer 

diagnosis: a retrospective comparison of sensitivity of mammography and ultrasonography 
in China’s rural areas. 
Asian Pacific Journal of Cancer Prevention, Vol 14, 2013 
(8) Brem RF, Tabár L, et.al. Assessing Improvement in Detection of Breast Cancer with 

Three-dimensional Automated Breast US in Women with Dense Breast Tissue: The 
SomoInsight Study. Radiology.2015 Mar; 274(3): 663-73. 
Brief Statement: The Invenia ABUS is indicated as an adjunct to mammography or breast 
cancer screening in asymptomatic women for whom screening mammography findings are 

normal or benign (BI-RADS® Assessment Category 1 or 2), with dense breast parenchyma 
(BI-RADS Composition/Density 3 or 4), and have not had previous clinical breast 
intervention. The device is intended to increase breast cancer detection in the described 
patient population. The Invenia ABUS may also be used for diagnostic ultrasound imaging of 
the breast in symptomatic women. See the device manual for detailed information, 

contraindications, warnings, precautions, potential adverse events. 
LOGIQ and Invenia are trademarks of General Electric Company or one of its subsidiaries 
ACUSON and Sequoia are trademarks of Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc. SIEMENS is a 
trademark by Siemens Aktiengesellschaft in Munchen. BI-RADS is a trademark of the 

American College of Radiology. Third party trademarks are the property of their respective 
owners. 
JB30517US 
Speaker Bios 

Anupam DattaMajumdar is Vice President of Engineering for U-Systems, a GE Healthcare 
company, in Sunnyvale, CA. He earned his Ph.D. in Bioengineering (Medical Imaging) from 
the University of Washington, his M.S. In Bioengineering (Immunology) from the University 
of Washington School of Medicine, and a Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech.) in Electrical 

Engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, Varanasi. He has held a variety of roles 
at GE Healthcare including Acoustics Lab Manager, Customer Care Engineering Manager 
(General Imaging Ultrasound) and General Manager of the Ultrasound Center of Excellence 
at the John F. (Jack) Welch Technology Centre in Bangalore.  

Dennis Meister is Global Product Director, General Imaging Ultrasound at GE Healthcare 
where he leads global product management and clinical marketing for the LOGIQTM brand 
of ultrasound imaging systems. Prior to joining GE Healthcare, he was Vice-President of 
Program Management and Platform General Manager for the Sequoia Ultrasound Imaging 
System at SiemensTM Medical Systems. He also served as Director of Strategic Planning, 

Product Portfolio Management and Business Development, and Leader of the International 
Business Unit at AcusonTM prior to the acquisition of Acuson by Siemens. Mr. Meister holds 
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a Bachelor degree in Biomedical Engineering from Marquette University, completed graduate 
studies in Finance and Marketing at Seattle University, and additional graduate studies in 
Molecular & Cellular Biology at the University of California – Santa Cruz. 

************************************************************************ 

JLABS, Wednesday MidDay, June 10, 2015 
 
Topic: “How To… Set a Regulatory Roadmap” 
Speaker: Kathleen H. Gibbon, Director, Global Regulatory Affairs, Janssen Research & 
Development, LLC 
Date and Time: Wednesday, June 10, 2015, 11:30 am to 1:00 pm (PDT) 

11:30am | Registration, Networking and Lunch  
12:00pm | Presentation  
12:30pm | Q&A  
1:00pm | Close  

Location: Johnson & Johnson Innovation, JLABS, 329 Oyster Point Blvd – 3rd Floor 

South San Francisco, CA 
Fees:  

$35 General Public 
$20 Student/Academic 

$45 Onsite 
Details and registration available at http://www.eventbrite.com/e/how-to-set-a-regulatory-
roadmap-tickets-15871823050?aff=b2d 
 

 
 Ticket Information 

Ticket Type  Sales End Price  Fee Quantity 
General Public  Jun 9, 2015  $35.00  $2.92  Ticket Quantity Select  
Student/Academic  Jun 9, 2015  $20.00  $2.09  Ticket Quantity Select  
Volunteer   more info  
Jun 3, 2015  Free  $0.00  Sold Out  
Media/Press   more info  
Jun 9, 2015  Free  $0.00  Ticket Quantity Select  
 
Who's Going 
Connect to see which of your Facebook friends are going to How To… Set a Regulatory 
Roadmap.  

Connect with Facebook  
Share How To… Set a Regulatory Roadmap 
Email Share Tweet  
Event Details  

 
Program Overview:  
Second to funding, navigating the regulatory process can be the most challenging aspect of 
running your start-up. This session will help you pinpoint the information you need to 

develop a regulatory roadmap, and then hit the ground running. You will learn what 
healthcare startups need to know about regulatory affairs and how to locate the 
information. This "how to" workshop is geared towards pharmaceutical, biotech, and 
medical device start-ups.  

 
Key topics will include:  
Common regulatory questions and challenges in early development  
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Publicly available info  
Evaluating consultants  
Hiring your first Regulatory FTE  
 

The workshop will feature Kathleen Gibbon, Director of Global Regulatory Affairs with 
Janssen Research & Development. Kathleen has over 20 years of industry experience and 
has held leadership positions at companies ranging from start-up biotechnology 
organizations to Fortune 500 healthcare corporations.  
 

The "How to... Workshop" series is dedicated to giving you the keys to a successful 
business, from creation to exit. As with all our events, the "How to... Workshop" is 
interactive and informal so bring your questions with you!  
 

Speaker Bio  
Kathleen Gibbon is a Director of Global Regulatory Affairs at Janssen Research & 
Development, (a division of Johnson & Johnson), a position she has held since 2008. She 
has over 20 years of industry experience - 16 of those in Regulatory Affairs. Kathleen has 

held leadership positions at companies ranging from start-up biotechnology organizations to 
Fortune 500 healthcare corporations. She has contributed to the development of 
investigational and marketed drugs, vaccines, and medical devices. Her particular expertise 
is in the early development of small molecule compounds. Kathleen obtained her Bachelor’s 

degree in Physiology from U.C. Berkeley.  
 
Have questions about How To… Set a Regulatory Roadmap? Contact JLABS Bay Area  
************************************************************************************************************ 

Free Bioceutics Webinar, Wednesday Morning, June 10, 2015 
 
Webinar Topic Is Pharma Leveraging the Diagnostic in Targeted Therapy Branding and Communications? 
“The Pharma Personalized Medicine Branding Report 'WHO, WHAT AND WHY' “ 
Speaker: Sanna Paakkonen, EVP, Managing Director, Bioceutics; Paul J Pfleiderer, SVP, 

Director, Medical Affairs, Bioceutics 
Date and  Time: Wednesday , June 10th at 8 am PST  
Register at https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6835461845882293505 
 

 
Topic Description 
Who:  

 Bioceutics is a specialized marketing agency 100% focused on personalized medicine 

and targeted therapy communications and marketing  
 The Bioceutics Personalized Medicine Brand Index Report is a first of its kind study of 

targeted therapies in the marketplace  
What:  

 An analysis of targeted therapy communications looking at communication styles, 
positioning, and strategies  

 What are the key drivers in taking a particular communications path?  
 What's working? What's not working?  

 Real world examples and learnings  
Why:  

 Targeted therapy communications present a new host of opportunities and 
challenges for brand teams  

 Research has shown that positive diagnostic sentiment among consumers can be 

leveraged to enhance and optimize targeted therapies communications  

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/how-to-set-a-regulatory-roadmap-tickets-15871823050?aff=b2d#lightbox_contact
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 No previous report has studied the communication styles pharma has used in 
targeted therapy communications to date  
 
***************************************************************************************************** 

EPPIC and CBA, Wednesday Evening, June 10, 2015 
 
Topic: “Modern Seafarers: Navigating Life Sciences Investments and Entrepreneurship 
Between the US and the Far East” 
Speakers: Anula Jayasuriya, MD, PhD, MBA, Co-founder of Evolvence India Life Sciences 

Fund;Jonathan Norris, JD, Managing Director, Healthcare Practice, Silicon Valley Bank; 
Mohan Uttarwar, Co-Founder & CEO, iNDx LifeCare, Inc.;Jimmy Wei, PhD, MBA, Venture 
Partner, KPCB, China; Chen Yu, MD, MBA, Managing Partner, Vivo Capital 
Moderators: Glen Sato, JD, MBA, Partner, Cooley; Cheni Kwok, PhD, CLP, Managing Partner, 

Linear Dreams 
Date and Time: Wednesday, June 10, 2015, 6:00 - 9:00 pm 
6:00 - 7:00 pm    Registration / Reception 
7:00 - 8:30 pm    Panel Discussion w/ Q&A     
8:30 - 9:00 pm    Informal Networking 
Location: Cooley LLP, 3175 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, California 94304 
Cost: EPPIC Members: $5; EPPIC Non-members: $20; EPPIC Charter Members / Sponsors: 
Complimentary;Walk-in Registration: $40 
Registration: https://www.123signup.com/register?id=pfqvf  
 
Note: Member records in the registration system (123Signup) are linked to the email 
address used to register for previous EPPIC events.  To receive the appropriate pricing tier, 
please register using this email address.  For any questions, please contact 
eppic@eppicglobal.org. 
Additionally, please note that registration for this event will be limited due to space 
restrictions at the venue - register early to ensure your spot! 
Please visit www.eppicglobal.org to learn more about the event and EPPIC. 

 
Topic Description 
The life sciences sector reached new heights in performance in the IPO market as well as 
M&A in 2014.  Global life sciences M&A deal value and volume surged to record high since 

2000.  What are the opportunities and challenges for entrepreneurs who wish to venture to 
the Far East?  What are the investors looking for in funding new companies that operate on 
both sides of the Pacific Ocean?  When will the trade winds change and what can we do as 
entrepreneurs and investors to catch them?  Our modern seafarers will share their expertise 

and guide our entrepreneurs to navigating the Orient. 
  
Speaker Bios 
Anula Jayasuriya, MD, PhD, MBA is a life science venture capitalist. Anula is the co-founder 

of a new life Science Investment Fund, “Evolvence India Life Sciences”, investing in India-
centric opportunities. She was previously a partner with Skyline Ventures in Palo Alto, and 
prior to that with the German – US venture capital firm TVM, in San Francisco. Anula’s 
expertise consists of a unique combination of business, basic science and medical 
knowledge. Her prior positions include VP-Corporate Development at Genomics 
Collaborative Inc., and Vice President, Global Drug Development at Hoffman-La Roche for 
opportunistic infections in AIDS and Transplantation. 
 
Anula received a BA from Harvard summa cum laude, and an MD and PhD (in Microbiology 

and Molecular Genetics) from Harvard Medical School. She interned in Pediatrics at Boston 
Children’s Hospital and received an MBA with distinction from Harvard Business School. 

http://cts.vresp.com/c/?EPPICGLOBAL/af54a817ed/0dfcb41a56/fe00a358ea/id=pfqvf
mailto:eppic@eppicglobal.org
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?EPPICGLOBAL/af54a817ed/0dfcb41a56/86b0699e14
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Anula also has a MPhil in pharmacology from the University of Cambridge, England. 
 
Jonathan Norris, JD is a managing director for SVB's Healthcare practice. Norris oversees 
business development efforts for banking and lending opportunities as well as spearheading 

strategic relationships with many healthcare venture capital firms. He also helps SVB Capital 
through sourcing and advising on direct equity co-investment and limited partnership 
allocations.  In addition, he has authored numerous thought leadership peices examining 
the flow of capital into healthcare, including detailed analysis of venture-backed M&A and 
IPOs. Norris has more than thirteen years of banking experience working with life science 

companies and venture capital firms. Prior to joining SVB Capital, Norris was a founding 
member and senior vice president of Square 1 Bank, an early stage technology bank, where 
he was responsible for sourcing deals and managing regional and national venture capital 
relationships. Norris also served more than six years at Imperial Bank (subsequently 

acquired by Comerica Bank), most recently as senior vice president and group manager of 
the Northern California Life Science Practice. Prior to banking, Norris was a practicing 
litigation attorney, specializing in employment defense and toxic tort litigation. 
 

Norris earned a bachelor's degree in business administration from the University of 
California, Riverside and a juris doctorate from Santa Clara University. 
 
Mohan Uttarwar is the cofounder and CEO of iNDx LifeCare Inc., a diagnostics company 

focusing on delivering the next generation connected point of care solution. He is a 
successful serial entrepreneur with over 25 years of experience in high-tech and biotech 
start-ups in the Silicon Valley. Mohan was the founder and CEO of OncoMDx, a diagnostics 
company that specialized in integrated cancer diagnostics (acquired by Core Diagnostics 

2013). Mohan was the founder and CEO of BioImagene, a digital pathology solution provider 
that was acquired by Roche in 2010 for $100M. He was the co-founder and CEO of 
Roamware Inc., a leading wireless roaming software company. He was the founder & CEO of 
SoftPlus, a provider of eCRM software for telecom carriers around the world. In March 2000, 
SoftPlus was sold to US Interactive for $360 million. Before starting SoftPlus, Mohan co-

founded and served as the CEO of Digital Tools Inc., a firm specialized in enterprise project 
and resource management software. He has also held various software development and 
management positions with Hewlett Packard and Intel Corporation. He is a charter member 
of TiE (The Indus Entrepreneurs), a Silicon Valley-based forum for entrepreneurs. He is on 

the board of several trade associations and non-profit organizations including EPPIC-
Association of Biotech and Pharma Executives, DPA- Digital Pathology Association, IDE- 
devoted to the eradication of rural poverty worldwide, D-Rev- designs and delivers products 
to people living on less than $4 a day. Mohan holds a Masters Degree in Computer Science 

from the Florida Institute of Technology and a Masters Degree in Electrical Engineering from 
Bombay University. 
 
Jimmy Wei, PhD, MBA joined KPCB China as a Partner in April, 2012. His primary interests 

are building new companies in the area of life sciences in China. He also serves as the board 
member of JHL Biotech – one of KPCB China’s portfolio companies. Prior to join KPCB, 
Jimmy was the Senior Vice President and head of business development at Hutchison 
MediPharma, where he led the effort to set up multiple partnerships with US and European 

pharmaceutical companies. Before joining Hutchison in 2007, Jimmy was the Deputy 
General Manager of Burrill China Group, where he managed Burrill’s business activities 
related to the Greater China region. Prior to Burrill, Jimmy was the Vice President for WI 
Harper Group to oversee firm’s life sciences investment. He also worked for McKinsey 
Shanghai office as a management consultant. Prior to the business career, Jimmy has 

conducted R&D in several leading research organizations, including Duke University Medical 
Center and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
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Jimmy received a PhD in Biochemistry from North Carolina State University. He also holds 
an MBA from Darden Business School, University of Virginia and a BS degree in Biology from 
Wuhan University. 

 
Chen Yu, MD, MBA is a Managing Partner based in Palo Alto who joined Vivo Capital in 2004. 
 Vivo Capital is currently investing out of its eighth fund raised in 2015 and manages 
approximately $1.7 B USD in assets.    At Vivo, Dr. Yu invests in both private and public 
pharmaceutical and medical device companies in the US and China. Dr. Yu has extensive 

operating experience with leadership roles at both private and public companies, including 
Sagent Pharmaceuticals (SGNT) and China KangHui (KH). Dr. Yu currently serves or has 
served on the boards of several life science companies in both the US and China, including 
Nabriva, Sentre Heart, Rempex (Acquired by MDCO for $474 MM), Nora Therapeutics , Jian 

Rui Bao (China), GMT Medical (China), and Synaptic Medical (China). Other representative 
investments includeKangHui (acquired by Medtronic for $816 MM), Trauson (acquired by 
Stryker for $764 MM), Durata (acquired by Actavis for $800 MM), Achillion (ACHN), and 
Ocera (OCRX).  

 
Dr. Yu received his MD and MBA from Stanford University and graduated magna cum laude 
with a BA in Biology from Harvard University. 
 

Our Moderators:  
 
Glen Y. Sato, JD, MBA is a partner in the Life Sciences and Securities Regulation practice 
groups and a member of Cooley's Business department. He rejoined the Firm in 2006 and is 

resident in the Palo Alto office.  Mr. Sato's practice focuses on corporate transactions, SEC 
reporting and compliance, disclosure issues, intellectual property licensing and licensing 
strategy, general corporate counseling, insider trading compliance and working with Boards 
of Directors and audit committees on various risks and accounting related matters. Together 
with strong finance capabilities, Sato also has substantial experience in corporate 

partnering, international and domestic M&A and other heavily negotiated transactions. He 
has worked closely with underwriters on public and private company acquisitions and led 
successful initial public, follow-on and secondary, and convertible note offerings. He has also 
led or been significantly involved in corporate partnering, licensing and product acquisition 

transactions involving leading pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies such as Abaxis, 
AcelRx, Abbott, Anacor, AstraZeneca, Bayer, BiogenIdec, Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-
Myers Squibb, Exelixis, Eli Lilly, Genentech, GlaxoSmithKline, Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Johnson 
& Johnson, Merck, Novartis, PDL BioPharma, Pfizer, Roche and Sandoz. Prior to joining the 

Firm, Mr. Sato served in diverse legal, financial, operational and strategic planning positions 
where his responsibilities included finance, business development, IS, HR, and Facilities. He 
most recently served as Protein Design Labs' (PDL) Senior Vice President and Chief Financial 
Officer. He joined PDL from Exelixis, Inc., where he served as SVP, Chief Financial Officer 

and General Counsel for approximately three years. Prior to his time at Exelixis, he served 
in various legal and strategic planning positions at PDL, including Vice President, Legal and 
General Counsel. 
 

Mr. Sato has been recognized in the Best Lawyers in America 2014 and 2015 editions for 
Biotechnology Law. Mr. Sato received his JD and MBA from UCLA in 1987, where he was an 
Associate Editor of the Law Review. He received a Bachelor's degree in Economics and the 
College of Social Studies in 1981 from Wesleyan University. Mr. Sato is a member of the 
State Bar of California and an inactive member of the Washington, DC Bar Association. 

 
Cheni Kwok, PhD, CLP is the Managing Partner of Linear Dreams LLC, a management 
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consultancy and valuation software firm specialized in corporate strategy, 
business/corporate development, portfolio analysis, and valuation services for the life 
science industry.  Linear Dreams is serving 28 clients in US, Europe, China and Singapore. 
Prior to founding Linear Dreams LLC, Dr. Kwok served as Senior Vice President, Corporate 

Development at Poniard Pharmaceuticals Inc., where she established corporate and 
business development, strategic and commercial planning, new product planning, 
competitive intelligence and forecasting functions. Previously, Dr. Kwok was Director of 
Business Development at Celera Genomics Inc., where she led the business development 
efforts for Celera's small molecule therapeutics. Dr. Kwok held business development 

positions of increasing responsibility for Exelixis Inc., where she initiated multiple 
partnerships and served as the alliance manager for the GlaxoSmithKline PLC (GSK) 
collaboration. Prior to joining Exelixis Inc., Dr. Kwok held various research management, 
technology assessment and alliance management roles at SmithKline Beecham PLC (now 

GSK). 
 
Dr. Kwok received a bachelor's degree in biotechnology from the Imperial College of 
Science, Technology and Medicine, University of London, UK, and a PhD in human molecular 

genetics from the University of Cambridge, UK. Dr. Kwok has earned the Certified Licensing 
Professional (CLP) credential awarded by the Licensing Executives Society. She is currently 
the Vice President of Chinese Bioscience Association, co-chair of Business and Career 
Development at Chinese-American BioPharmaceutical Society (CABS) and the President of 

American Cancer Society California Chinese Unit Leadership Council.  
 
************************************************************************************************ 

San Francisco WIB, Thursday Evening, June 11, 2015 

 
Topic: “Prioritizing Gender Equity: What does it take to reach and succeed at the “C” and 
Board level?” 
Date and Time: Thursday, June 11, 2015, 5:30 – 9:00 pm 

5:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
Registration and 

networking 

6:00 p.m. – 6:10 p.m. 
WIB welcome and event 
introduction 

6:10 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
Presentation – 
Diversifying Biotech’s 
Leadership Landscape 

6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. 
Moderated panel 
discussion 

7:30 p.m. – 8:15 p.m. Q&A 

8:15 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
Close and networking 
 

Location: Genentech, Building 31, Room 1B,1531 Grandview Drive,South San Francisco, CA 
94080 
Pricing Information: Members: $35; Non-Members: $65 
Details and registration at http://www.womeninbio.org/eventdetails.aspx?EventId=25158 
 

 
Topic Description 
Data shows that women and men in the life sciences are equally ambitious when it comes to 
gaining a seat at the executive or board table – and there are a large number of highly 

qualified and skilled women actively seeking leadership positions… So why do over 50% of 
all biotech companies in the US have exclusively male boards?And how can aspiring women 
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be more effective at reaching and succeeding on Life Science Boards and Executive 
Teams?  Two organizations, Women In Bio and growBOLD have partnered to explore this 
topic in a facilitated panel discussion. Results from Liftstream’s research will set the stage, 
and veteran life science executives and board members will share their experience and 

lessons learned. Participants will: - Hear the latest research on gender diversity at the 
Board and Executive level within the life sciences - Listen to industry leaders within large 
and small companies share their lessons learned from their experience on Executive teams 
and Boards - Better understand the gender diversity issues and landscape within the life 
sciences - Learn practical steps to move toward more inclusion for companies at all levels of 

maturity. 
Walk-Ins Accepted? 
Please note that there is NO on-site registration for this event; Registration closes at 
midnight on June 8" Security for this venue is requesting a final registration list the day 

prior to the event. 
************************************************************************************************************ 

BOLD/WIB, Thursday, June 11, 2015  
 

Topic: “Prioritizing Gender Equity:  What does it take to reach and succeed at the “C” and 
Board level?”  
Moderator: Heather Erickson is president and chief executive officer of the Life Sciences 
Foundation 

Panelists: Laura Brege, President and CEO, Nodality, Inc.; Mark A. Goldsmith, M.D., Ph.D., 
President and CEO, REVOLUTION Medicines, Partner, Third Rock Ventures; Wende 
Hutton, General Partner, Seasoned Strategist, Canaan Partners; ; Kim Popovits, CEO and 
Chairman of the Board, Genomic Health; Dr. Laura Shawver, CEO, Cleave Biosciences 

Date and Time:   Thursday, June 11th, 2015; 6:00 – 9:00 pm (5:30pm - pick up your 
badge and networking*) 
 5:30 pm – Appetizers and networking 
 6:00 pm – Overview/Introduction 
 6:10 pm – Presentation  

 6:40pm – Moderated panel discussion 
 7:30 pm – Q&A 
 8:15 pm – Close and networking 

Location:  Genentech, 1531 Grandview Drive, South San Francisco, CA 94080 (Building 

31, room 1B) 
This is an open event; all are welcome to attend.  Appetizers and drinks will be served - 
please arrive by 5:30pm to enjoy the food and networking! 
Pre-Register: 

BOLD Members:  $35 
Non Members:  $65 
There will not be any onsite registration for this event.  Online registration will be available 
until Tuesday, June 9th at 3pm. 

*no onsite registration, please register online by 3pm on Tuesday, June 9th 
Register at http://genderequity.ezregister.com/ 
 
Topic Description 

Data shows that women and men in the life sciences are equally ambitious when it comes to 
gaining a seat at the executive or board table – and there are a large number of highly 
qualified and skilled women actively seeking leadership positions… 
So why do over 50% of all biotech companies in the US have exclusively male boards?  
Considering that companies across all industries with a diverse gender board outperform 

those with all-male boards – and diverse boards offer better growth, higher returns (on 

http://genderequity.ezregister.com/
http://genderequity.ezregister.com/
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average) on equity with less volatility – why is this not a higher priority and business 
opportunity for boards in the life science industry? 
A research report released in October of 2014 by Liftstream, a global life sciences recruiting 
service, revealed that opportunities for women to move into leadership positions are not 

materializing as frequently as they are for men: C-suite women are much less likely to be 
contacted for a potential board position than C-suite men, and there are a number of 
contributable factors. 
Stefan Oschmann, CEO of Merck, Pharma, shared:  “Women are presently a ‘minority’ in 
leadership but a majority in the highly skilled workforce entering biopharma, and as such, 

are a major component of underdeveloped potential. Today, the industry underutilizes the 
wealth of knowledge, experience and leadership offered by women”. 
So how can senior management and corporate boards develop more opportunities to 
advance into executive and board level positions?   

And how can aspiring women be more effective at reaching and succeeding on Life Science 
Boards and Executive Teams? 
Two organizations, Women in Bio and growBOLD have partnered to explore this topic in a 
facilitated panel discussion.  Results from Liftstream’s research will set the stage, and 

veteran life science executives and board members will share their experience and lessons 
learned. 
Participants will: 

1. Hear the latest research on gender diversity at the Board and Executive level within 

the life sciences 
2. Listen to industry leaders within large and small companies share their lessons 

learned from their experience on Executive teams and Boards 
3. Better understand the gender diversity issues and landscape within the life sciences 

4. Learn practical steps to move toward more inclusion for companies at all levels of 
maturity 

  
Panelist Bios 
Moderator: 

Heather Erickson is president and chief executive officer of the Life Sciences Foundation, 
which she joined in 2012 as the organization’s first full-time executive. Prior to joining LSF, 
she served as founding president of MedTech Association, the industry trade association for 
Upstate New York’s bioscience and medical technology industry, and as senior consultant at 

Edgar, Dunn & Company, an international strategy consulting firm. She has also worked 
with the genomics research group at Chiron Corporation and researched synthetic protein 
function in the Pathology Department at Yale Medical School.   Heather has been active in 
numerous business and civic organizations, having served on many boards and committees 

including as a board member for the Central New York Biotechnology Research Center and 
the American Heart Association’s Syracuse Division. She is also past co-chair of the State 
Medical Technology Alliance and was appointed to the New York State Governor's Regional 
Economic Development Council.  Heather received a bachelor of science degree in 

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology from Yale University. 
Panelists:  
Laura Brege is President and Chief Executive Officer of Nodality, Inc., a life sciences 
company focused on solving drug development challenges.   Ms. Brege has over 25 years of 

executive management experience in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and venture capital 
industries.  Ms. Brege was Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer at Onyx 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  Prior to Onyx, Ms. Brege was a General Partner at Red Rock Capital 
Management, a venture capital firm in Palo Alto specializing in early stage financing.  She 
previously served as SVP and CFO at COR Therapeutics and CFO of Flextronics, Inc. Ms. 

Brege serves on the Board of Directors of several public companies in the biotechnology 

http://www.liftstream.com/about-the-report.html#.VFL4x_ldWSo
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industry.  Ms. Brege holds a B.A. from Ohio University and an M.B.A. from the University of 
Chicago.    
Mark Goldsmith has committed his entire career to medical science. Dr. Goldsmith joined 
Third Rock Ventures in 2012, where he contributes to the ideation, development and 

leadership of innovative companies. He is the founding president, CEO and board director of 
REVOLUTION Medicines, board chairman of Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and Nurix, 
Inc, and board director for Igenica Biopharmaceuticals. Before joining Third Rock Ventures 
Dr. Goldsmith was president and chief executive officer of Constellation Pharmaceuticals, 
where he led the company to a preeminent position in the field of epigenetics and to 

development of a class-leading strategic relationship with Genentech/Roche. Prior to his 
appointment at Constellation in 2009, he was senior executive-in-residence at Prospect 
Venture Partners, a leading life science investment firm, after serving as chairman and CEO 
of Cogentus Pharmaceuticals. Previously he was senior vice president, responsible for the 

health care division of Genencor International, an independent and publically listed company 
prior to its acquisition by Danisco. Before entering the private sector, Dr. Goldsmith led a 
productive biomedical research laboratory at the Gladstone Institute of Virology and 
Immunology, and he has co-authored 85 peer-reviewed scientific publications and is co-

inventor on multiple patents. He practiced medicine on the faculty of the University of 
California at San Francisco (UCSF) School of Medicine and at San Francisco General 
Hospital, and served as a consultant to and collaborator of leading pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology companies. Dr. Goldsmith received his B.A. degree from Princeton University, 

earned his M.D. and Ph.D. in microbiology and immunology from UCSF, and conducted 
postgraduate medical training at Harvard Medical School and UCSF. 
Healthcare investor Wende Hutton brings 20 years of experience to identifying, investing in 
and building companies that are changing the practice of medicine. She has facilitated 

bringing over a dozen medical devices and drugs to market, and currently sits on the boards 
of Aldea Pharmaceuticals, Butterfly Health, Chrono Therapeutics, Dermira, Glooko, ReVision 
Optics, Theraclone Sciences and Transcend Medical. Prior investments include BiPar 
Sciences (acquired by Sanofi-aventis), Chimerix (CMRX), and Labrys Biologics (acquired by 
Teva Pharmaceutical).  Wende joined Canaan in 2004, and her life sciences track record 

includes seven IPOs and five acquisitions. She began her venture career at Mayfield Fund in 
1993, where she worked closely with the founding teams of Heartstream (HPQ) and 
Northstar Neuroscience (NSTR). Earlier in her career, Wende held senior operational 
management positions at GenPharm International and Nellcor in business development and 

marketing.  Wende holds an AB in human biology from Stanford University and an MBA from 
Harvard Business School, where she was a Baker Scholar. She is active with several 
community service groups including serving on the board of FACE AIDS. 
Committed to changing the paradigm of cancer care, Kim Popovits has served as Chairman 

of the Board since 2012, Chief Executive Officer and President since 2009 and as President 
and Chief Operating Officer since 2002. Prior to joining Genomic Health, Kim served as 
Senior Vice President, Marketing and Sales at Genentech, Inc., a biotechnology company, 
dedicated to using human genetic information to discover, develop, manufacture and 

commercialize medicines to treat patients with serious or life-threatening medical 
conditions. During her 15 years at Genentech, Kim led the successful commercialization of 
14 new therapies, including Herceptin®, the revolutionary targeted treatment that changed 
the way doctors treat a particularly aggressive form of breast cancer. Before joining 

Genentech, Kim served as division manager for American Critical Care, a division of 
American Hospital Supply. She serves on a number of boards including BayBio, American 
Clinical Laboratory Association, and is President of the Coalition for 21st Century Medicine. 
In addition, Kim is an advisor to the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association. (HBA) Kim’s 
contributions to science and the commercialization of the biotechnology industry have been 

acknowledged by multiple organizations including, being named as the Woman of the Year 
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in 2008 by the Women Health Care Executives and as one of the Most Influential Women in 
the Bay Area by The San Francisco Business Times from 2006 - 2012.   
Dr. Shawver is an experienced Biotech executive with more than 25 years of experience in 
the development of small molecule drugs for cancer and other serious diseases. Prior to 

joining Cleave Biosciences as Chief Executive Officer and driving the $54M Series A 
financing, she was an Entrepreneur in Residence for 5AM Ventures beginning October 2010. 
From 2002 - 2010, Dr. Shawver was the Chief Executive Officer of Phenomix Corporation 
where she also served on the Board of Directors. Phenomix was a venture-backed company 
that developed dutogliptin through a successful Phase 3 clinical trial and attracted 

collaborations from Forest Laboratories and Chiesi Farmaceutici. Previously, Dr. Shawver 
was the President of SUGEN Inc. from 2000 after holding various positions since 1992. 
SUGEN focused on understanding key molecular pathways of cancer cells and developed the 
drugs Sutent™ and Palladia™. The company was acquired by Pharmacia in 1999. Prior to 

SUGEN, she was employed at Berlex Biosciences, formerly known as Triton Biosciences. She 
is an active member of the American Association for Cancer Research and also a member of 
American Society for Clinical Oncologists. Dr. Shawver is the Founder of The Clearity 
Foundation, a nonprofit organization providing access to molecular profiling for ovarian 

cancer patients to improve their treatment options. Shawver received her PhD in 
Pharmacology and a BS degree in Microbiology, both from the University of Iowa. 
************************************************************************************************************ 

Bio2Device Group, Tuesday Morning, June 16, 2015 

 
Topic: “Augmenting human cognitive capabilities with IBM Watson - a way to the future 
through the Human-Machine communications”  
Speaker: Mike Kuznetsov  

Date and Time: Tuesday, June 16, 2015, 8:30 am 
Location: Sunnyvale City Council Chambers, 456 West Olive Ave., Sunnyvale, CA  
No registration or fees for morning meetings. 
******************************************************************************************************** 

PBSS, Friday Afternoon, June 19, 2015 

 
Topic: “Identification and Monitoring of Impurities and Degradants in drug substances and 
drug products: Regulatory Requirements, Analytical Strategies and Techniques” 
Speakers: Dr. Jim Zhang, Senior Director of Quality Control, Alexza Pharmaceuticals; Dr. 

Maria Victoria Slva Eipe, Principal Scientist for the Attribute Sciences Department at Amgen 
in Thousand Oaks, CA and Dr. Christine Gu, Department of Pharmaceutical Science at 
Genentech 

Date and Time: Friday, June 19, 2015, 12:45 pm – 5:30 pm 
Location: Crowne Plaza, Foster City, CA 
 
Topic Description 
Identification of pharmaceutical impurities is an important activity for developing new 
pharmaceuticals or modifying existing manufacturing processes. Regulatory requirements 
define the need to identify unknown impurities present in drug substances or drug products 
above threshold levels and to assess their safety. Knowledge of how an impurity is 
generated is key for devising strategies for its reduction or elimination from the final 
pharmaceutical product. 
This workshop reviews the current regulatory requirements for impurity identification, 
classification, quantitation, and control of various impurities, including degradation 
products. Strategies for isolation and identification of pharmaceutical impurities are 
discussed along with the use of various analytical techniques in pharmaceutical impurity 

identification. 
The following topics will be covered: 
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 Overview of Regulatory Guidances on Pharmaceutical Impurities (Jim Zhang) 
 Structure Characterization in Drug Development as Multidisciplinary Approach for 

Impurity Profile (Maria Silva Elipe) 
 Analysis of Impurities and Degradents by Mass Spectrometry (Christine Gu) 

 NMR Approaches and Applications to Elucidate Structures (Maria Silva Elipe) 

 
Speaker Bios 
Dr. Jim Zhang currently is Senior Director of Quality Control, Alexza Pharmaceuticals in 
Mountain View, CA. He has extensive experience in leading late-stage drug development, 
analytical development, quality control, and NDA filings. Before joining Alexza, Dr. Zhang 
was an Analytical Core Team Lead in Gilead Sciences, Foster City, CA. Prior to Gilead, he 
was a Director of Pharmaceutical Development, Infinity Pharmaceuticals in Cambridge, MA. 
From 2000 to 2011, Dr. Zhang was Director of Analytical Development, Affymax Inc., CA. 

Prior to Affymax, Dr. Zhang worked as a Research Scientist, Analytical Sciences, 
AstraZeneca, and postdoc in Pharmaceutical Chemistry Department, University of California 
San Francisco. Dr. Zhang received a Ph. D. degree in Chemistry from University Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign with Professor Jiri Jonas. 

Dr. Maria Victoria Silva Elipe is currently a Principal Scientist for the Attribute Sciences 
Department at Amgen in Thousand Oaks, CA. Maria received her Ph.D. degree in natural 
products chemistry at the University of Malaga, Spain. She moved to industry after being 
an Assistant Professor of Chemistry at University of San Diego. From 1997 to 2003, she 

worked for Merck & Co. as NMR spectrocopist for the DMPK department on structural 
elucidation of metabolites by NMR and LC-NMR, and supported medicinal chemistry. In 
2003, she moved to Amgen as NMR leader in structure elucidation supporting drug 
development projects from early clinical to commercial for small molecules and hybrid 

modalities under CMC regulatory compliance. Her work ranges from structural analysis of 
APIs, drug impurities, degradation products, qNMR, No-D NMR, low and high field NMR 
reaction monitoring, and TD-NMR on formulated APIs. She is also a chemistry instructor for 
CSU Channel Islands. 
Dr. Christine Gu currently is a scientist in the Department of Pharmaceutical Science at 
Genentech. She is mainly responsible for small molecules structural elucidation and trace-
level genotoxic impurities quantitation on different HPLC/mass spectrometry platforms in 
the Small Molecule Analytical Chemistry and Quality Control Group. Before joining 
Genentech, she worked as a senior application scientist in the Demo Lab at ThermoFisher 

Scientific, where she performed extensive LC-MS method development on a wide variety of 
applications. Christine got her Ph.D. in Toxicology with emphasis on analytical chemistry 
from the University of California, Riverside. 
*************************************************************** 

 

 

GGPF, Monday Evening, June 22, 2015 
 
Event: Dinner lecture: "Materials for Enabling Nanomanufacturing " 
Speaker: Alshakim Nelson, University of Washington & IBM Almaden Research Labs 
Date and Time: Monday, June 22, 2015, 6:00 pm; 6:00 PM  social hour, 7:00 PM  dinner, 
8:00 PM  presentation 
Location: Michael's at Shoreline, 2960 N Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View 
Cost: Employed/postdocs:  $30 early registration, $35 regular registration 
Unemployed/retired/students:  $15 early registration, $20 regular registration 
Free if you attend just the lectures at 8:00 PM (but please let us know for headcount) 
After deadline: 
Registration not guaranteed, so contact us 
Late fee applies if space available -- $40 regular/employed, $25 
unemployed/student/retired 
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Deadlines for registration: 
End of discounted advance registration Monday, June 15, 11:59 PM 
End of regular (full-price) registration Friday, June 19, 5 PM 

 
Because we must pay the restaurant for the ordered meal, we must ask no-shows to pay for 
their reservation. 
However, penalty-free cancellations are allowed up until the deadline for reservations (5PM, 
Friday June 19) 

 
PLEASE NOTE: 
We accept cash or checks at the door, but are unable to accept payment by credit card at 
the event. 

You may pay at the door. 
Checks may be made to "GGPF" 
 
Register at www.GGPF.org<http://www.GGPF.org> 

            (Both GGPF attendees and ACS members please use GGPF web page to register for 
the event) 
 
 

Topic Description 
Nanomanufacturing in the semiconductor industry is driven by our ability to rapidly process 
and manipulate materials into their required forms.  This seminar will highlight some of our 
work to develop materials for the semiconductor field and beyond.  First, core-shell 

ferrimagnetic nanoparticles (FMNPs) developed for self-assembled magnetic storage media 
will be presented.  While FMNPs are susceptible to magnetically induced aggregation, 
nanoparticles coated with a diblock copolymer are stable in solution and can easily be 
processed as thin films.  As a result, these core-shell particles are suitable for investigating 
self-assembly processes for creating prototype magnetic media.  Next, a simple and facile 

strategy for high-throughput directed self-assembly of nanoparticles on lithographically 
defined substrates via spin-coating will be presented.  The two-dimensional arrangements of 
nanoparticles were formed deterministically in just 30 seconds by the strategic placement of 
topographical features on a substrate.  Finally, the integration of dynamic covalent 

chemistry into nanoimprint lithography will be discussed. 
 
Speaker Bio 
Dr. Nelson completed his undergraduate studies in chemistry at Pomona and received his 

Ph.D. in organic chemistry from UCLA, where he studied carbohydrate-containing polymers 
and macrocycles with Prof. J. Fraser Stoddart.  He was then an NIH postdoctoral fellow at 
CalTech working for Prof. Robert Grubbs on olefin metathesis catalysts for the formation of 
supramolecular ensembles.  Dr. Nelson joined IBM Almaden Research Center in 2005, where 

he focused on synthesizing building blocks that enable large area nanomanufacturing via 
self-assembly.  His research interests also include silicon-based polymers for lithographic 
applications, magnetic nanoparticles, directed self-assembly of nanoparticles, and hydrogen 
bonding block copolymers.  Dr. Nelson has over 40 publications and 11 issued patents, and 

in 2011 he was designated as an IBM Master Inventor.  In 2012, he became manager of the 
Nanomaterials Group, which includes the Synthetic Development Lab.  Dr. Alshakim Nelson 
will join the chemistry department of the University of Washington in the 2015-16 academic 
year.  His research will focus on the synthesis, characterization, and patterning of polymeric 
and supramolecular materials for the bio-interface. 
 
********************************************************************************************** 
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JLABS Bay Area, Thursday Afternoon, June 25, 2015 
 
Topic: “Science 1st - Evolving treatment paradigm: The convergence of targeted therapy 
and immunotherapy in oncology” 

Speakers:  
Iqbal S. Grewal, Ph.D., D.Sc., F.R.C.Path | Vice President, Head of Immuno-
Oncology, Janssen Research & Development, LLC;  
Holbrook Kohrt, M.D., Ph.D. | Assistant Professor of Medicine (Oncology), Stanford Cancer 
Institute;  

Kevan Shokat, Ph.D. | Principal Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute read bio»  
Date and Time: Thursday, June 25, 2015 from 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM (PDT) 
Agenda:  
3:00pm | Registration and Networking  

3:25pm | Introduction  
3:30pm | Presentation & Q&A  
4:30pm | Panel Discussion & Q&A  
5:30pm | Networking Reception  

7:00pm | Close  
Location: UCSF - Byers Auditorium, Genentech Hall, 600 16th St , San Francisco, CA 94158 
Cost: Fees:  
$25 General Public 

$15 Student/Academic 
$35 At the door  
 
Topic Description 

Tremendous progress has been made in targeted therapy and immunotherapy for the 
treatment of cancer. However, in an age of convergence and precision medicine, can we 
combine these parallel treatments to improve outcomes for patients?  
 
Johnson & Johnson Innovation is bringing together top experts to discuss the latest 

developments, challenges and opportunities of combining cancer therapies. Please join 
Kevan Shokat, Holbrook Kohrt and Iqbal S. Grewal as they present the latest research in 
this area and engage in a panel discussion with ample time for audience questions. 
 

Speakers' Bio:  
Dr. Grewal is Vice President, Head of Immuno-Oncology at Janssen Research & 
Development, LLC. He leads Janssen’s research efforts to discover and develop therapeutics 
that function as immune modulators cancers, and responsible for formulating and executing 

Janssen’s immuno-oncology strategy. Prior to Janssen, Dr. Grewal led R&D activities at 
ImmunGene, Inc. as Chief Scientific Officer where he built a diverse portfolio of antibody-
cytokine fusion proteins for treating cancers. He was also a member of the Board of 
Directors. Dr. Grewal joined ImmunGene from Seattle Genetics, Inc. where he was Vice 

President, Preclinical Therapeutics, and developed monoclonal antibodies and antibody-drug 
conjugates as therapeutics in the areas of autoimmunity and oncology. Dr. Grewal began 
his career in industry at Genentech Inc. where he pursued research for discovering and 
developing innovative protein-based bio-therapeutics in many disease areas. He identified 

and validated several novel molecules as therapeutic candidates, and translated some of his 
findings into key drug candidates that successfully moved to clinical development and FDA 
approval. Dr. Grewal holds a Ph.D in Immunology from UCLA and a D.Sc. from University of 
Aberdeen, U.K, and has been named a Fellow by the Royal College of Pathologists in 
London. Dr. Grewal completed his post-doctoral fellowship in Richard Flavell’s laboratory at 

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Yale University School of Medicine. Dr. Grewal has 
published numerous papers and holds several patents based on his research. He is also 

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/science-1st-evolving-treatment-paradigm-the-convergence-of-targeted-therapy-and-immunotherapy-in-tickets-16713402236?aff=weekly#s3
http://www.eventbrite.com/d/ca--san-francisco/events/
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serving on editorial board of research journals and has edited books on biologics and 
therapeutic targets.  
 
************************************************************************************************************** 

The 23rd Annual Medical Device Dinner and Next Day Conference, Thursday and 
Friday, June 25-26, 2015 
 
Medical Device Dinner And Interview  with Steve Blank 
Thursday June 25, 2015, 6:00 – 9:00 pm 

Location: Sharon Heights Golf and Country Club, 2900 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA 
 
Dinner Program Description 
Join David Cassak in conversation with Steve Blank on the Lean LaunchPad approach to 

building Medtech startups. Steve is an entrepreneur with eight tech startups under his belt. 
He retired to become a writer and educator, and in the process launched the “Lean Startup” 
movement. Today Steve lectures on entrepreneurship at Berkeley, Stanford, Columbia, NYU 
and UCSF, and in 2009 was awarded the Stanford University Undergraduate Teaching Award 

in Management Science. 
Registration at: http://goo.gl/7PHzGk 
 
Medical Device Conference 

Date and Time: June 26, 2015, 8:00am  
Location: Palace Hotel 2 New Montgomery Street San Francisco, CA  
Conference Description 
The 23rd Annual Medical Device Conference will address issues of 

critical importance to today's medical device companies 
Registration at: http://goo.gl/7PHzGk 
Agenda 
Friday, June 26, 2015 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Location: Palace Hotel 

2 New Montgomery Street 
San Francisco, California 
 
Conference Description 

This year's conference will focus on understanding the challenges facing the Medtech start-
up today, and the strategies that are emerging to respond to these challenges. In a series 
of topical panels presented over the course of one day, you will hear from industry CEOs, 
venture capitalists, industry strategists, investment bankers, and market analysts. 

Topics to be covered in depth: 
• Venture Capital Today 
• Innovative Deal Structures 
• Collaborations Between Japan and Silicon Valley 

• Important M&A Deals 
• Corporate Investors and Buyer 
• A Case Study in Payer/Provider/Medtech Collaboration • Successful De Novo 510K 
Strategies 

• Commercialization Strategies 
• International Funding Strategies – China 
• Lean LaunchPad 
• Medtech IPO’s Are Back 
• USPTO Comes to Silicon Valley 

• Medtech Innovator 2015 
Registration at: http://goo.gl/7PHzGk 

http://goo.gl/7PHzGk
http://goo.gl/7PHzGk
http://goo.gl/7PHzGk
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7:00 – 8:00 a.m. Conference Registration and Continental Breakfast 
8:00 – 8:10 a.m. Welcome, Casey McGlynn, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 
8:10 – 9:10 a.m. Venture Capital Today 

Getting a new medical device company funded is harder today. An ever-shrinking pool of 
investors interested in early-stage life science investing, larger capital requirements due to 
prolonged regulatory and reimbursement timelines, and the need for true sales traction to 
garner the attention of potential corporate acquirers have all become the hallmarks of the 
current financing environment. How are investors adapting their financing strategies and 

business models to accommodate these realities and position themselves for long-term 
success? Join a panel of Medtech investors to explore their approaches to investing in these 
changing times. 
9:10 – 9:30 a.m. BREAK 

9:30 – 10:30 a.m. Breakout Session 1 
Innovative Deal Structures 
Several Investors, Corporate Development Executives, and CEOs will review recent 
corporate partnering transactions. Learn about how young venture backed companies 

worked with large Medtech consolidators to create win-win structures. Listen to a discussion 
on key business terms in early and late stage deals. Join a discussion about the differing 
structures and key terms involved in these transactions. 
Collaborations Between Japan and Silicon Valley 

There is growing interest from Japan to invest in and collaborate with US Medtech 
companies, venture funds and incubators, many of which are located in Silicon Valley. For 
the first time in many years the major Japanese trading companies are focusing on 
reenergizing their Medtech businesses. This represents a major opportunity for Silicon 

Valley startups to seek investments from and partnerships with Japanese businesses. Join 
this panel to learn about the ways in which Japan and Silicon Valley startups are 
collaborating to finance and develop advanced medical technologies. 
Important M&A Deals 
An investment banker, two successful CEOs, and a corporate development executive from a 

Medtech consolidator will join this panel to explore structured M&A transactions--deals 
involving earnouts and milestones. Recent deal terms will be explored as well as a 
retrospective look at how successful these transactions are in delivering value to 
shareholders and acquirers. Join us for a lively discussion about these transactions from the 

view of both the buyer and seller. 
10:30 – 10:50 a.m. BREAK 
10:50 – 11:50 a.m. Breakout Session 2 
Corporate Investors and Buyers 

Meet corporate investors from two large Medtech consolidators. Learn about the interests of 
each company in corporate partnering with emerging Medtech companies. Hear about the 
typical arrangements corporate acquirers like to structure and the therapeutic areas of 
interest to them today. This panel will also include information on how these arrangements 

can come undone and ways to make sure the deal ends up as a win-win transaction that will 
benefit management, investors and the acquirers. 
A Case Study in Payer/Provider/Medtech Collaboration 
Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield and its major provider system, the Allegheny Health 

Network, have created a unique innovation program that is designed to accelerate the 
adoption of exciting medical devices. The VITAL Innovation program is targeted to FDA 
approved but unreimbursed devices that are expected to drive quality up at the right cost. 
The program is attractive to young companies in that they can test their devices, define and 
measure outcome, clarify the concept of value, explore paths to reimbursement and develop 

a path to mutual success. This session will share how the program operates from the 
perspectives of the payor, provider and the companies and explore how this alignment of 
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interests can have relevance for the Medtech industry as a whole. VITAL is a new model 
that aligns and unites the interests of previously misaligned groups that all seek to improve 
the health of patients. 
Successful De Novo 510K Strategies 

Learn the secrets of the De Novo 510k Pathway. Interestingly this alternative to the lengthy 
premarket approval process has never quite caught on among device makers. In fact, it 
remains one of the least traveled routes to market for new devices. Meet the executives 
from emerging Medtech companies as they explain their experience with this pathway and 
today’s slimmed down process to approval. Is the De Novo Pathway right for your device? 

Ask the experts on this panel. 
11:50 a.m. – 12:10 p.m. BREAK 
12:10 – 1:10 p.m. Breakout Session 3 
Commercialization Strategies 

Historically building a large sales force to sell important breakthrough Medtech products has 
been the recipe for a successful acquisition. But has the world changed? What new kind of 
sales structures will be required in the future? Will sales forces get smaller as the buy 
decision is increasingly made by the finance department instead of the doctor? Join a panel 

of CEOs who have launched new products, build sales organizations and created very 
successful businesses in the past as they look at the evolving commercialization strategies 
required for product adoption. 
International Funding Strategies – China 

Join a panel of experienced Chinese investors and advisors who can help you fund your 
company or help you to establish and fund a business unit of your company in China. Learn 
how these transactions are structured and the reasons that draw Chinese investor to the US 
and US entrepreneurs to China. 

Lean LaunchPad 
In today’s tough funding climate, innovation in science and technology is not enough. The 
Lean LaunchPad approach to building Medtech startups focuses on getting founders “out of 
the building” to solicit direct feedback from customers and critical stakeholders, providing 
an early testing of core hypotheses and allowing immediate refinements in critical business 

model assumptions. This “Lean” approach shifts startup thinking from writing business plans 
and immediate execution to the early testing of critical hypotheses about business, allowing 
adjustments or pivots on little or no capital. Join Steve Bank and Allan May and several 
CEOs as they discuss the Lean LaunchPad Concept and the things that entrepreneurs need 

to have in place before they start to look for money. 
1:10 – 2:40 p.m. Lunch Interview: JNJ and Google Collaborate on Advanced Surgical 
Robotics 
Perhaps you saw the recent announcement that Johnson & Johnson and Google were 

collaborating on an Advanced Surgical Robot to give surgeons greater control, access and 
accuracy during the surgical procedure while benefitting patients by minimizing trauma and 
scarring, enabling accelerated post-surgical healing. Join this lunch panel as David Cassak 
discusses the project with Ken Drazon M.D., Head of Johnson & Johnson Innovation in Menlo 

Park. 
2:40 – 3:40 p.m. Breakout Session 4 
Medtech IPO’s Are Back 
Several Medtech companies have completed IPOs this year and underwriters are actively 

pitching IPOs to mature Medtech companies. From this vantage point we reach mid-year 
2015 with an expanding IPO market for high quality Medtech companies. With this as a 
background, our panel will explore current investor appetite for Medtech IPOs, the status of 
the emerging window for public offerings and the likely minimum requirements to be 
considered an attractive Medtech IPO candidate. 

Patient Monitoring – Cutting Through the Hype 
There is so much hype surrounding remote patient monitoring (RPM) and related buzz 
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terms--like wearables, mobile apps, big data, the Internet of Things (IoT), and mHealth--
that sometimes it is difficult to separate hyperbole from reality. What opportunities does 
RPM really afford medical device makers? What should they do to take advantage? How do 
wearables fit into the equation? Should the Medtech industry fear or embrace the 

involvement of tech titans like Google and Apple? Join a panel of experts from tech and 
Medtech as they explore the role of remote patient monitoring in our future. 
The USPTO Comes to the Silicon Valley 
Obtaining patents is crucial for medical technology companies. Join a panel including the 
new head of the USPTO Silicon Valley satellite office and a USPTO Supervisory Patent 

Examiner experienced in medical technologies, as well as experienced patent counsel and a 
seasoned entrepreneur as they discuss working for and with the PTO. The panel will explore 
successful strategies for prosecuting and expediting patent applications in the US, as well as 
utilizing the resources of the new Silicon Valley satellite PTO office. 

3:40 – 4:00 p.m. BREAK 
4:00– 5:00 p.m. Medtech Innovator 
A group of early stage companies will present their pitch to a group of active medical device 
investors. These companies will vie for the title of Medtech Innovator. The investors will 

evaluate each of the presentations and give feedback to each of the companies that 
present, and the audience will select the winner using electronic polling. The winner will 
receive recognition at an awards ceremony during the conference. They will also get a 
presenting slot at the upcoming AVAMED Annual Meeting. For those interested in applying, 

please submit an application at https://www.medtechinnovator.com. 
5:00 – 6:30 p.m. Venture Capital Uncorked 
Join Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati for wine tasting after the conference. We will be 
sampling wines from various wineries, with venture capitalists serving as your sommeliers 

for the event. This is your chance to try some great wine and learn a little bit more about 
what each of our local venture firms is looking for in its next deal. It's a great pairing—wine 
with a venture capital twist. 
 
**************************************************************************************************** 
PBSS, Friday, Sept. 18, 2015 
 

Topic of Workshop: “Conducting a Successful End-of-Phase2 Meeting with the FDA: 
Overview, Strategies, and Perspectives from the FDA and Industry” 

Speakers: Azin Shahzamani, Yaning Wang, Mike Eldon, Terry Sweeney, Ramani Raghavan, 
Detlef Albrecht  
Date and Time: Friday, September 18, 2015; 8:45-17:00 
Location: SF Bay Area: Foster City Crowne Plaza 

Registration fee (US$): Regular: $195; For major-sponsor rep (incl lunch): $0; For vendor-
show rep: $35; For unemployed & students: $30; Webcast: $350; For others, details 
available upon online login. 
Registration deadline: 9/17/2015  (it will close sooner if the seating cap is reached) 

Topic Description 
An End-of-Phase 2 (EOP2) meetings is a meeting between the US FDA and the sponsor of a 
clinical development program after the completion of the Phase 2 study and prior to the 
start of the Phase 3 study. It is most useful to the sponsor and should be held before major 
efforts and resources are committed to specific Phase 3 studies. The purpose of an EOP2 
meeting is to determine sufficient safety prior to Phase 3, to evaluate the Phase 3 plan and 
protocols, the adequacy of current studies and plans to assess pediatric safety and 
effectiveness, and to identify any additional information necessary to support a marketing 
application for the uses under investigation. 
This workshop is intended to address the important topics for an effective discussion at an 
EOP2 meeting and to provide an overview of a successful meeting preparation. Regulatory 
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aspects will be provided from the FDA and the industry perspective. For clinical 
pharmacology the progress of PK study data and additionally needed studies will be 
reviewed. The preclinical safety and toxicology as it relates to dose, duration & route of 
administration will be discussed. In the CMC area the approach to specifications and test 

methods as well as the formulation to be used in clinical trials and “to be marketed” 
formulation will be addressed. In the clinical discussion at an EOP2 meeting, agreement  
needs to be reached with FDA on pivotal study designs, dose selection, patient population 
and the safety and efficacy endpoints for Phase 3 studies.  
Topics: 

 Regulatory Overview of End of Phase 2 meeting – What to consider? Industry 
perspective  - Azin Shahzamani (Genentech/Roche)  

 The FDA perspective of a successful EoP2 meeting, how to avoid the common 
mistakes; and Phase 3 dose selection aspects - Yaning Wang  (FDA)  

 Nonclinical safety and toxicology aspects and strategy - Terry Sweeney (Nektar)  
 CMC aspects and strategy - Ramani Raghavan (Genentech/Roche)  
 Clinical aspects and strategy - Detlef Albrecht  

*********************************************************************************************************** 
Bio2Device Group, Tuesday Evening, Dec. 8, 2015 

 
Topic: “Vaccines, Canaries and Coalmines: What lessons for Biopharma from the Oldest 
Class of Biologics?” 
Speaker: Piers Whitehead, Special Advisor to the CEO, Acquisitions, PaxVax 
Date and Time: Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015, 6:00 pm 
Location: Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, 650 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto CA  
Cost:  
$6 - Students/In-transition - Members only  
$11 - Early-bird Registration - Members only  
$20 - Late Registration and Non-Members  
$25 - Walk-ins  
Register at www.Bio2DeviceGroup.org 

  
Topic Description 
Since at least the 15th Century, people have been vaccinating against infectious disease.  As 
the most “mature” biopharma sector, what can we learn from it about broader biopharma 

trends, such as industry concentration, the role of developing country producers, achieving 
global access, industry cycles and more? 
 
Speaker Bio 

Mr. Whitehead joined PaxVax in early 2013 and brings 20 years of experience in the 
vaccines and biopharmaceutical industries. He previously served as Vice President of 
Corporate Development for Paris-based Neovacs. Prior to that, he was Vice President of 
Corporate and Business Development for vaccine company, VaxGen. At VaxGen, he 

negotiated several important partnerships and led the company’s commercial strategy, 
resulting in the award of a nearly one billion dollar Project Bioshield Act contract. He also 
spent 10 years at Mercer Management Consulting, where he headed the San Francisco office 
and led marketing, strategy, and manufacturing projects for clients including the Global 
Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), UNICEF, and several private-sector 
pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies. Mr. Whitehead has published extensively 
on the vaccine industry and related public policy matters and holds an A.B. from Oriel 
College, Oxford University, England. 
 

 


